A robust quantized consensus protocol for discrete-time multi-agent systems with additive noise.
This paper investigates the consensus problem of multiple discrete-time integrator agents with communication constraints and additive process noise. It proposes a protocol to achieve the approximate consensus of agents over inter-agent communication networks with finite bit rates. Under that protocol, dynamic encoding and decoding algorithms are implemented for each pair of neighboring agents to transmit quantized states at a finite bit rate. With received quantized states of neighboring agents, the control input of each agent is locally computed. Particularly input saturation is introduced into the local controllers of agents and places both lower and upper bounds on the local control inputs of agents. These control input bounds can be known in advance and greatly enhance the robustness of the consensus protocol. Under the proposed protocol, the approximate consensus can be guaranteed at any finite bit rate to encode the states of agents. It is shown that even a single bit per time step is enough for the desired approximate consensus. The additive process noise does not increase the bit rate required for that approximate consensus. Moreover, the proposed consensus protocol can be designed with only an upper bound on the number of agents and is more robust than some previous consensus protocols which may require the global information of the inter-agent network topology, such as the second largest eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix. Even when some communication links are broken due to communication failure or some nodes leave, the same set of consensus parameters can still robustly guarantee the expected approximate consensus. Simulations are conducted to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed quantized consensus protocol.